Abstract -In this paper we propose exploitation of a great amount of redundancy usually communicated at the user level. A well-known soft channel decoding approach used in telecommunications is extended to a "soft media decoding" concept and an integrated media/channel soft decoding scheme has been proposed. Simulation results show the efficiency of the proposed approach for typical image communications over different channels. The main advantage of the proposed integrated media/channel soft decoding scheme is the possibility of repetition (or replication) decoding when different source encoding methods are used. Such methods include different quantization methods, different JPEG qualities or even different coding schemes such as DPCM, JPEG, DWT etc..
I. INTRODUCTION
Soft concepts are becoming the most significant feature of the advanced communication and information systems. An important application area of the soft concepts in telecommunication systems is error control and channel coding [1, 2] . Success of the soft approach in telecommunications inspires us to consider the applicability of channel coding methods in real life data communication and information systems.
The main motive for this paper is the fact that there is a great amount of redundancy at the user level that is not exploited by the telecommunication system. For example, the user receives N times the same information which corresponds to the repetition (N,1) code. Information may be sent by using different communication systems (GSM, WLAN, Bluetooth, xDSL, ISDN, Web,…), different source coding formats (PCM, ADPCM, JPEG, DWT,…), different noisy channels, different error control schemes (FEC, ARQ, hybrids…), different channel coding schemes (block, convolutional, concatenated..), and different coding rates and gains. Even more, a common situation is using different terminals (Mobiles, PDA, Laptop, Desktop,…) at different locations and in different times (Fig.1) . If we assume unreliable data transmission through telecommunication systems, the redundancy at the user level may be used in order to increase the reliability of user's data. To do this we need to apply "media soft decoding". This requires that the channel soft decoder delivers not only data but also their reliability. This means that the channel and media decoders have to be integrated. Media decoding must be performed over the real number field just as it is the case with the supposed media encoding. Since media decoding is performed over the source alphabet it can entirely exploit the source redundancy to improve MAP or MS decisions. It is also important to note that in human communications the embedded redundancy is "gratis". People use to repeat sentences, data, photos etc. without control. Besides that, if we consider off-line applications, the computing complexity and the delay are not critical issues. All the above-mentioned makes the benefits achieved by using media decoding even more significant.
Section 2 describes the proposed integrated media/channel soft decoding scheme. Some basic relationships on soft decoding over the real (integer) number field are presented in Section 3. In Section 4 a soft digital to analog conversion, soft DPCM and soft IDCT are analyzed since are used in the proposed scheme. Simulation results presented in Section 5 demonstrate the usability and efficiency of the proposed approach for typical image communications in real life. Some conclusion remarks are given in Section 6.
II. INTEGRATED MEDIA/CHANNEL SOFT DECODING
People are used to communicate, directly or via telecommunication system, by using a lot of redundancy. This redundancy appears through multiple data repetition and data aggregation. Simple repetition code RC(N,1) or single parity code SPC (N,N-1) are not good codes from the point of view of their application in telecommunications. However, in public communications where 'transmitter energy' is 'gratis', each code is a good code. Every data, no matter how unreliable is, carries a piece of information that a soft media decoder may extract and use to improve the data delivered to the user.
To increase the reliability of data delivered to the recipient a media soft decoding (Fig.2) as an outer process concatenated with an inner soft channel decoding process can be performed. To realize it, the channel soft decoder should deliver to the media decoder not only data but also their reliability. The data displayed on the mobile, PDA, PC or TV screen should be stored in a form of soft data i.e. as a "value, reliability" data. Media decoder uses the received soft values to perform soft decoding of repetition (N,1) code over real field. Besides that, it uses all the available additional soft information including the a priori source distribution, source correlation structure and other possibly available a priori information in order to maximize the data reliability [3] . Generally, it is clear that we should suppose influence of the media disturbances in the similar way as it is the case with channel disturbances [7] . However, the media decoder cannot differ the two disturbance sources and it struggles against both in the same way. In this paper we consider only disturbances caused by channel noise in order to investigate the benefit of applying the media decoder at a user level.
III. SOFT CHANNEL DECODING OVER REAL NUMBER FIELD Soft decoding is based on calculation of a posteriori probability (AP). In channel decoding application it is useful to use the logarithm likelihood ratio (LLR) [2] . For an linear (N,K) code transmitted over a noisy channel, where K symbols represent information symbols and N-K symbols represent parity symbols, a log-likelihood ratio which incorporates the whole information can be calculated. Let the received symbol y i corresponds to the transmitted symbol
is the channel LLR-value calculated for the received symbol y i under the conditions that
,and
in Eq. (1) represents the soft extrinsic information [2] calculated in the decoding of the (N,K) code. Extrinsic information is important since it carries independent part of information about the transmitted symbol contributing to the reliability of decoder decisions.
Hard decisions regarding
. Depend on application we may choose a maximum a posteriory (MAP) decision or a minimum mean square (MS) decision [6] 
In this paper we consider performance of image decoding expressed via signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) where an MS estimate is more adequate. 
A. Repetition (N,1) decoding
where can be also considered as replicas [4] so that Eq. (3) represents decision rule for independent replicas.
B. LLR value for sum of two variables
In decoding we need to calculate LLR values for sum of the two variables. This relationship can be used to calculate sum of arbitrary number of summands. For M-level variables z and w we write
Eq. (4) can be written in an approximate form
which significantly reduces a number of calculations. 
C. LLR Channel Values LLR channel values are
The "soft" sample can be expressed via log-likelihood ratio of Eq. (7) as 8) is M-dimensional vector which can be expressed in the similar way as Eq. (4). Let L-vector of the soft bits at the channel decoder output is
where m W is N x m matrix of the natural binary code.
B. Soft DPCM Decoding
In Section 5 an example of DCT image coding is considered. As it is usual in JPEG scheme, DPCM coding of the 0 th DCT coefficient is applied so that soft DPCM decoding should be defined. 
C. Soft IDCT Decoding

Calculation of soft IDCT includes calculation
where k X and j b represent the zig-zaged DCT coefficients and channel bits respectively, calculation of However, here we need to calculate still (Fig. 4a) has been DCT encoded based on 8 8 × blocks (Fig. 4b) . First DCT coefficient is DPCM coded and quantized in 64 levels. Nine next AC zig-zaged DCT coefficients has been quantized in 32 levels. After A/D conversion source bits have been channel encoded by the binary Hamming (7, 4, 3) and then transmitted through AWGN channel by BPSK signaling. The soft channel decoder is the same as in [5] .
Let the telecommunication system repeatedly transmits three times source and channel encoded the same image x. The recipient has obviously available the stored three, more or less, corrupted images. Fig. 5a, b and c show The benefit of applying media soft decoding compared with hard decoding is clear. In case of MAP decoding (method i.) gain amounts about 10 dB. In case of MS decoding there is an additional gain of about 1.2 dB so that we may say that in the considered example the soft media decoder achieves about 11 dB better performance than the hard media decoder. What is the most significant is that the total benefit of media decoding in this example amounts even about 16 dB. In addition, the SNR has been significantly increased (for about 4.5 dB) when 0 th and 1 st order a priory source redundancy was applied on the first DCT coefficient.
VI. CONCLUSION
We stress the benefit of the integrated media/channel decoding scheme that uses redundancy available at a user level which can not be exploited by the channel decoder. This redundancy appears through multiple data repetition and possibly data aggregation. Simple repetition code RC(N,1) is not a good code from the point of view of its application in telecommunications. However in public communications, where 'transmitter energy' is 'gratis', RC code is a good code. Every data, no matter how unreliable it is, carries a piece of information that a soft media decoder may extract and use to improve the data delivered to the user. This is particularly important in unreliable communication environments with low SNR, such as wireless mobile communications. Instead of waiting for the image of the acceptable quality, user should apply soft media R(N,1) decoding. The benefit may be achieved even if user combines images encoded by different schemes. The only assumption underlaying the proposed scheme is that the receiver's link layer delivers the soft data to the application layer despite the data quality.
